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OPTIMUM PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR LIMIT POLICIES
MAXIMIZING THE EXPECTED EARNING RATE (*)
by T. NAKAGAWA (*)

Abstract. — Optimum préventive maintenance policies and optimum repair time limit
policies are derived for a system which générâtes earnings and is subject to f allure and repair.
1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a system which is repaired upon failure and then returned to
opération. Morse [9] defined the préventive maintenance policy of a single
operating system, in which it is repaired at failure or at age t09 whichever
occurs first. Barlow and Hunter [1] obtained the optimum policy maximizing
the steady-state availability (or limiting efficiency) for an infinité time span.
They also pointed out that this problem is formally the same as an age replacement problem if a mean time to repair is replaced by a replacement cost
of a failed unit and a mean time to maintain preventively by an exchange
cost of a nonfailed unit. Barlow and Proschan [3] derived the optimum age
replacement policy minimizing the expected cost per unit of time for an infinité
time span. They also summarized earlier results of the other replacement
problems in their book [3]. Several interesting variations of such an age
replacement problem were considered by Fox [6], Scheaffer [12], Cleroux
and Hanscom [4], Nakagawa and Osaki [10], and others. In earîier contributions, almost all models introduced only maintenance costs in préventive
maintenance problems (or replacement costs in age replacement problems),
whereas we should also consider earnings that the system produces.
This paper considers préventive maintenance of the system which is repaired
at failure or at age t0. Then, introducing both maintenance costs and a net
earning of the working system, we obtain an optimum policy maximizing
the expected earning rate under suitable conditions. Such a policy is given
by a unique solution of an intégral équation. We also give an upper limit
of an optimum préventive maintenance time /*.
An alternative technique of préventive maintenance of the system is the repair
limit policies of a failed unit discussed by Hastings et ai [5, 7, 8], and
Nakagawa and Osaki [11]. A failed unit is replaced if the repair is not
completed within a repair limit time t0. We introducé maintenance costs
and a net earning rate, and give an optimum repair limit policy maximizing
(*) Reçu juin 1975, révisé en janvier 1976.
l1) Department of Mathematics, Meijo University, Nagoya, Japan.
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the expected earning rate. An optimum policy is obtained in a similar manner
to the previous results, exchanging the failure rate for the repair rate. Hastings
et ah considered these costs and obtained the optimum repair limit policies
by three methods of simulation, hill-climbing, and dynamic programming.
2. OPTIMUM PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE POLICY

Consider a one-unit System. If the unit fails then it undergoes repair.
Assume that the failure time distribution of the unit is an arbitrary F(t)
with finite mean 1/À, and the repair time distribution is an arbitrary G (t)
with finite mean 1/ja.
Consider a préventive maintenance policy. When the unit works for
a specified time t0 without failure, we stop the opération of the working unit
for préventive maintenance. The distribution of the time to préventive maintenance completion is assumed to be the same as the repair time distribution G (f). We assume that the unit is as good as new after the repair or
the préventive maintenance.
Let c0 be the net earning rate per unit of time made by the production
of the working System. Let ct be the earning rate per unit of time while
the unit is under préventive maintenance, and c2 the earning rate per unit
of time while the unit is under repair. Both cx and c2 will usually be négative.
We also assume that c0 > c± > c2.
Let Po (t) be the probability that the unit is operating at time t, Px (t) be
the probability that the unit is under préventive maintenance and P2 (t) be
the probability that the unit is under repair. Then, the expected earning rate
is given by, from Barlow and Hunter [1, 2],

Cx(t0)= Hm ~\c0 [ P0(t)dt + c1 {'Pdt)dt+c2
* F(t)dt+(cil\x)F(to)+(c2l»)F(tQ)
Jo
«o

o

_

[P2(t)dt\

(1)

F(t)dt+ll\i

where F(t) = 1—F(t) and which becomes equal to the expected earning
per one cycle from the begining of the working unit to the completion of
the repair (or the préventive maintenance).
We wish to obtain an optimum préventive maintenance time t* maximizing
the expected earning rate Cx (t0) in (1). Let ƒ (0 be the density of the failure
time distribution F(t). Let r (f) = f{t)IF(t) be the failure rate. Then, we have
the following theorem:
THEOREM 1: 1) Suppose that the failure rute r (/) is continuons and monotonely increasing.
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(i) If r (0) < mx and r (oo) > Mx then there exists a finite and unique
optimum préventive maintenance time t* which satisfies the following équation:

and
Cx (tt) = c o - r ( r * ) [(cx - c 2 ) / | i ] .
(3)
(ii) If r (oo) ^ Afl5 then the optimum préventive maintenance time is t* = oo,
i. e., no préventive maintenance, and
Ct(oo) = (c 0 A + c 2 /^)/(l/?i+lM).

(4)

(iii) If r (0) ^ m t , ^e« */z# optimum préventive maintenance time is /* = 0,
i. e., préventive maintenance is made just upon repair completion or préventive
maintenance complétions and Cx (0) = cx, where

™t =(^o-Ci)/[(c 1 -c 2 )/[i],

(5)

Mi =(c o -c 2 )/[(l/X+l/|i)(c 1 -c 2 )].

(6)

2) Suppose that the failure rate r(t) is continuous and non-increasing.
(i) If(co-cdfc
> {ct-c2)l\i then t* = oo.
(ii) If (c 0 -Ci)/* ^ (Ci-c 2 )/ji rAen r* = 0.
Proof: Differentiating Ct (t0) with respect to t0 and putting it equal to zero
imply équation (2). Define

q(h) EE r(to)\ PF(O A+l/iil +F(f0).
LJo

LJ

(7)

J

First suppose that r (^) is monotonely increasing. Then, it is easily seen
that q (tö) is also monotonely increasing. If r (0) < m± and r (oo) > Mx
then q(0) < k < q (oo), where fc = (c 0 — c^)j{cl — c2)* Thus, from the monotonicity and the continuity of q(t0), there exists a unique and finite
t* (0 < t* < oo) satisfying équation (2), which maximizes the expected
earning rate Ct (t0). Further, substituting (2) into (1) and rearranging it,
we have (3).
If r (oo) ^ Ml9 then q (oo) ^ k. Thus, q (t0) < k for any finite to> which
implies £* = oo, i. e., no préventive maintenance.
If r (0) J> mx, then q (0) ^ Â:. Thus, q (t0) > k for any positive t0, which
implies t* == 0.
Next suppose that r (t) is non-increasing. Then, q (t0) is also non-increasing.
Thus, it is easily seen that Ct (0) or Ct (oo) is not less than Cx (t0) with any ? 0 .
Therefore, we have t* = oo if Cx (oo) > Cx (0), i. e.} (co — cx)/X > (cx — c2)/\i,
and vice versa.
Q. E. D.

In a case of (i) of Theorem 1, we have an upper limit of the optimum préventive maintenance time t* which helps us to compute **.
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THEOREM 2: Suppose that the failure rate r (t) is continuons and monotonely
increasing, and r (0) < m1 and r (co) > M t .
(i) If (CQ — C^/X > (cx-c2)l\i then t* < ?0, which is a unique solution of
()
M
(ii) If (CQ — C^/X ^ (c1— c2)/M- tnen ^o < fo> wtacA & a unique solution
ofr(t0) = mi.
Proof: From the assumption that r (t) is monotonely increasing, we easily
have

F(*o)/

F(t)dt> r(t0)

for 0 g f0 < °o

and
F(t 0 )
Thus,

for 0 < f0 <^

/ Jo

<?(*<>)>

00.

for 0 ^ f0 <

00,

18)

for 0 < t0 g

00.

(9)

Let ?o satisfy the équation r (/0) = Mx. Then, there exists a f0 uniquely from
the assumption that r(0) < m1 and r(oo) > Mly and hence, t* < t0 from
the inequality (8). On the other hand, if a 70 is a solution of the équation
r (t0) = m1 or 70 = oo when there does not exist a solution, then f* < 70
from the inequality (9).
Therefore, we have t* < tö if M1 < mly L e., (CQ — C^/X > (c1 — c2)l\i.
If M\ ^ ml9 i. e., (co — c^/X ^ (cj — c2)/p, then t* <70, where in this case
there always exists the solution Fo of r (t0) = mx uniquely.
Q. E. D .

We have discussed the optimum préventive maintenance policy under
certain assumptions. We can relax some of these conditions. For instance,
if the time to préventive maintenance completion is different from the repair
time and has a distribution Gx (t) with mean 1/m. Then, the expected earning
rate is
Ci Oo) =

Ç-

•

J:

(10)

3. OPTIMUM REPAIR LIMIT POLICY

Consider a one-unit System which is repaired or replaced when it fails.
If the unit fails, the repair of the failed unit is started immediately and if it is
not completed within a time t09 it is replaced by a new one. The fixed time t0
R.A.I.R.O. Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations research
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is called the repair limit time of the failed unit. Let c3 be the earning that is
gained for replacing a failed unit, which is not repaired within a time t0;
this includes all earnings from its replacement and is négative. Both cö and c2
are defined as the same earning rates in Section 2. Then, from Nakagawa
and Osaki [11], the expected earning rate is
G(t)dt + c3G(t0)
C2(tQ) =

- ^

.

f

(11)

Jo limit time t* maximizing the expected
We also wish to obtain an optimum repair
earning rate C2 (t0) in (11). Let g(t) be the density of the repair time distribution G (t). Let h(t) = f (t)/G (/) be the repair rate.
THEOREM 3: 1) Suppose that the repair rate h (t) is continuons and monotonely decreasing.
(i) If h (0) > m2 and h (oo) < M2 then there exists a finite and unique
optimum repair limit time t* which satisfies the following équation:

t )\ [t0

and

h(too)\ [G(t)dt + llx\ + G vlo) = (c o -c 2 )/[X(-c 3 )],
LJo
J
LJo
C2(t*)^c2-c3h{t*ö).

(12)
(13)

(ii) If h (oo) ^ M2 then t* = oo» /.e., the optimum repair limit policy is
only repair (no replacement) and
C2 (oo) = (co/A.+c2/n)/(l/X+ 1/ji).
(14)
(iii) Ifh(O) $ m2 then t* = 0, i. e., the optimum repair limit policy is only
replacement (no repair) and
(15)
where

m2 = [(c o -c 2 )A + c 3 ]/[(-c 3 )/X],
c3)].

(16)
(17)

2) Suppose that the repair rate h (t) is continuous and non-deereasing.
(i) ƒƒ (<ro-c2)/(X|i) < (-c,)(l/X+l/\i)
then t* = oo.
(ii) /ƒ (co-c2)/(X|i) è ( - ^ ( l A + l / j i ) ^
/* = 0.
The above theorem is proved in a similar way Theorem 1. Note that C2 (oo)
agrées with C1 (oo) in (1).
THEOREM 4: Suppose that the repair rate h(t) is continuous and monotonely
deereasing9 and h (0) > m2 and h (oo) < M2,
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(i) If (c 0 — c2)/(%\i) < ( —c3)(l/X,+ l/|i) then r* < t0 which is a unique
solution of h (t0) = M2.

(ii) If (c o -c 2 )/(?4i) ^ (-c 3 )(l/X+l/^) then t* S % which is a unique
solution of h (t0) = m2.
We omit the proof of the above theorem because this is easily shown by
the following two inequalities:

L
7

fo _

+ G(r0) <h(to)(llX+lj\x)

to _

for 0 ^ f0 < oo, (18)
for 0<r 0 goo. (19)

We have discussed the case that the repair time of a failed unit is not estimated when the unit fails. However, if the repair time can be estimated when
the operative unit fails and we can estimate whether it should be repaired
or replaced, then

tdG(t) + c3G(t0)
C2 (t o) =

^

Jo

.

(20)

tdG(t) + l/X
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